
Group Study Outline 
 

Launching Question 

What is true freedom? 
What kind of freedom do Christians have?  And how do we have it? 

 
READ Galatians 5:13-25 
What’s the specific scenario Paul is writing into here? (13-15) 
What misunderstanding is Paul clearing up? 
What might it look like to ‘use your freedom as an opportunity for the flesh’? 
Is that an issue we can associate with? 

How are they relating to each other? 
What’s the danger of this? 
What should they do instead?  Why? 
 

On the surface, the fight looks to be between Christians who don’t get on.  But 
what is the real battle in this passage? (16-18) 
Explain who the two sides are in this war. 

Where are these two sets of desires from? 
How do they relate? 
Does everybody experience this battle?  Or just Christians?  Why? 
Are you aware of this tension of desires in yourself? 
What is happening in the war when we sin? 
What is happening in the war when we do right? 
 

What do the works of the flesh look like? (19-21) 

What is the result of doing these things? 
How does this warning fit with the freedom of the gospel? 
 
In contrast, what does the fruit of the Spirit look like? (22-23) 
How is this list different? 

Which is more appealing? 
Which best characterises you? 
 
How does 24-25 describe what the Christian’s relationship is to all this? 
If the flesh has died, why is it still raging inside us? 
 
On a practical day-to-day level, how should we fight sin? 

How is this different to works-based salvation?  How is this freedom? 
 
What fleshly desires are you following which are leading to works of the flesh?  
(Or in other words, where do you see yourself losing this battle at the 
moment?) 
Which Spirit-brought fruit needs to replace it? 
How might what we’ve learnt help you in this struggle? 

How can we utilise our brothers & sisters to help us fight against our common 
enemy of sin rather than fight against each other? 
In one another’s lives, where do we see fruit that the Spirit is at work?  
Encourage each other in that! 
 

Galatians 5:13-25          
 
 

A crash course in Galatians 

 

Galatia is in modern-day Turkey.  Paul preached the gospel to the people there 

and founded a church.  However some false teachers crept into the church and 
started telling the primarily-Gentile Christians that they needed to obey certain 
parts of the Old Testament law if they wanted to be real Christians.  Paul is clear 
that this is serious (1:6) and writes this letter to warn them and call them back 
to the true gospel of grace and freedom. 
 

In chapters 1 and 2, Paul tells his conversion story, highlighting that he heard 
the gospel straight from God not from anyone else, not even the religious lot 

from Jerusalem.  And this God-given gospel is a gospel of grace rather than 
works.  In the second half of chapter 2, Paul explained how he even opposed 
Peter when he drifted towards the law, in the context of divisively avoiding 

eating with non-Jews.  Countering the idea that sin shows we aren’t Christians, 
Paul says the real issue is trying to get right with God through our performance 
– that’s what separates you from Jesus! 
 

The circumcision bunch most likely harked on about Moses a lot, so Paul takes 
them further back in biblical history in chapters 3 and 4 to look at Abraham.  He 
shows that Abraham was counted righteous by faith not law.  And being 
biologically related to Abraham doesn’t save you, since one of his sons was a 
slave!  Paul says that’s what the law-pushers are, whereas believers are free 

sons! 
 

In chapter 5, Paul tells them not to go back to being slaves again by submitting 
to the law for justification.  And in our section, he addresses one wrong view of 
the grace he’s described – that we might use freedom as an excuse for sinning.  
He outlines how to live by the Spirit instead. 
 

The letter ends with an explanation that the false teachers are only pushing 
circumcision to avoid persecution.  Being Jewish was allowed by the Romans so 
if they could make Christianity look more Jewish they’d be safe, as well as 

having the Jewish authorities like them.  The big theme is that the gospel of grace 
through faith in Jesus is our only hope, and Christian living looks like Spirit-
empowered faith in loving action, rather than rampant sin or legalistic slavery. 
 

Application 
 

WARNING: These are not a list of rules like the law!  These are implications of 
grace and signs that the Spirit is at work in us as individuals and as a church. 
 Understand that gospel freedom does not mean freedom to sin. 
 Serve one another with love rather than devouring each other. 

 Be aware of these great new Spirit-given desires for holiness.  Follow those 
leadings day-to-day rather than giving in to the flesh’s desires. 

 Take stock of which list (the flesh’s works or the Spirit’s fruit) most 
characterises you.  Repent deeply of sin where necessary. 

 Be encouraged that real change is possible and already taking place in you 

with the Spirit’s help because of Jesus’ victory over sin on the cross. 



Commentary 
 

13 Paul brings up the theme of freedom again in this verse.  Whereas in 5:1 he 
explained that Christ’s intention that we be free means we shouldn’t enslave 

ourselves to the law again, here he presents an opposite but equal error: the 
idea that gospel freedom is freedom to sin. 

 

 This is a common misconception about grace, and one that Paul has to deal 
with a number of times, such as in Romans 6:1.  If we are preaching the 
gospel properly, rightly stressing the freeness of God’s grace, it won’t be 
uncommon for people to misunderstand like this.  They think that Jesus’ 

death simply means they get to sin all the more, without consequences.  This 
is totally wrong.  The ‘flesh’ (more on this in a minute) is looking for 
opportunities for sin, like an enemy looking to take ground, and we mustn’t 
give in.  Instead we should lovingly serve each other.  This relates back to 
5:6, in which Paul says it’s not about circumcision or uncircumcision ‘but only 

faith working through love’. 
 

14 This verse is fascinating!  Throughout Galatians, the law has been spoken of 
as a thing to avoid.  Here we see that it’s far more nuanced than that.  
Lovingly serving people is the right thing to do because it is the most basic 
summary of the law.  Obedience to the law to try and impress God and 

others cannot save us but only enslaves us.  However, having been set free 
by Christ we are encouraged to live out the very heart of the law in its best 
sense as an expression of God’s will; namely, loving our neighbour. 

 

15 We get a glimpse of life in Galatia: people aren’t getting on.  As with Paul’s 

face-off with Peter in chapter 2, the law is divisive and can encourage rivalries, 

gossip and in-fighting.  As this passage shows, sin was very active there. 
 

16-18 Two sets of desires are introduced: those of the Spirit and those of the 

flesh.  The non-Christian has only the flesh (aka the sinful nature) and 
perhaps the nagging of the Law, which Paul also describes as fleshly in 3:3.  
The Christian however has new Spirit-imparted desires as well.  Our present 
experience is of an internal battle between the two.  In one sense we always 
are kept ‘from doing the things [we] want to do’ because when we sin that 
doesn’t fit our Spirit-given desires and when we do right that doesn’t satisfy 
our fleshly desires!  But this is isn’t a hopeless struggle.  If we ‘walk by the 

Spirit’ or are ‘led by the Spirit’ (i.e. follow those new desires) we won’t follow 
through on what our flesh wants to do. 

 

19-21 Having spoken about the desires of our flesh, Paul now shows how those 

desires come out in practise.  Despite the term ‘the flesh’ these ‘works’ aren’t 
all sexual.  In fact many are to do with how we worship God as well as 
relationships and attitudes.  This isn’t an exhaustive list, as shown by the 
phrase ‘and things like these’.  The fact that ‘the works of the flesh are 
evident’ or obvious implies that we should fairly easily work out the kinds of 
things in our lives which spring from the flesh.  These things are not in 

keeping with being Spirit-led people. 
 

21 is especially hard given the context of Galatians.  Paul has just spent 5½ 
chapters explaining why salvation is entirely on the basis of God’s grace to 
us received by faith in Jesus.  And now he says that if we do certain things 

we ‘will not inherit the kingdom of God.’  How does that fit with grace?! 
 

 This verse will help us define grace: gospel freedom really cannot be freedom 
to sin without consequence.  We need to know where behaviour fits in to the 
Christian life.  We are not saved by what we do; however what we 
subsequently do indicates whether or not we have truly received grace. 

 

 We are not expected to perform perfectly after conversion.  This seems to be 
about the general direction of our lives; whether these are the kinds of 
‘works’ which characterise you, rather than whether you have ever done 
these things.  Christians are always offered forgiveness and mercy.  
However, the right response to this offer is repentance and faith.  Perhaps 
the error of ‘antinomianism’ (being against the law and excusing sin) comes 

from a misunderstanding of repentance.  It’s not simply saying ‘sorry’ and 
carrying on.  Rather it is genuinely turning away from that sin towards God’s 
purposes.  It is a change of mind and heart which leads to a change in direction. 

 

 So we need to see how incompatible certain behaviours are with belonging to 

and following Jesus.  Our behaviour following conversion is so important that 
these works of the flesh may indicate that we are not heirs of the kingdom.  
However it may be that we are heirs but that we are giving in too much to 
those fleshly desires and need to heed Paul’s call to walk by the Spirit more.  
Either way, the presence of these works in our lives should give us pause.  

 

22-23 In contrast to those of the flesh, the desires of the Spirit lead to 
altogether different actions.  Note that this list is not describing ‘fruits’ 
(plural) but ‘fruit’ (singular).  These aren’t a new 9 Commandments which we 
should look at and take in isolation as another way of assessing our 
performance – “I’m doing well on ‘joy’ this week, but I need to work on 

‘patience’ and ‘self-control’.”  These are nine characteristics of a Spirit-

influenced person.  They come together. 
 

 Unlike the stipulations of the law, they are not outward actions to be done.  

They are inner qualities which will impact our whole lives, in word, thought 
and deed.  The law outside us cannot change us, but only make demands 
which we fail to meet.  The Spirit inside us, on the other hand, brings about 
radical change beyond surface-level obedience: transformation from the 
inside out.  This fruit is beautiful and nobody objects to it (23b) neither 
human courts nor God’s commandments. 

 

 The OT is full of images of God looking for the ‘fruit’ of righteousness from 
His people and not finding it (cf Isa 5:1-7).  Jesus picks up on this image too 
(cf Matt 12:33-37 and 21:33-46).  Here finally we see how we can bear the 

kind of fruit God is after … only by the empowering of the Holy Spirit. 
 

24-25 This raises the question of why we still experience the flesh’s desires (as 
in 17) if they have been crucified already.  It’s an ongoing struggle, but we 
are assured final victory over sin, since the decisive blow was dealt to the 

flesh on the cross.  Jesus has done it all and we are now free to not sin.  We 
are alive thanks to the Spirit and so we can (and should) live in line with that 
new Spirit-given life.  Godliness was not an option before the Spirit came.  
Now it is, but it’s not automatic.  It’s still a choice for the Christian.  But a 
great choice which we are free to make. 

 

 Moment-to-moment Christians should be aware of the two sets of desires, 
following the Spirit’s desires to bear good fruit rather than the flesh’s desire 

to sin.  This is real freedom. 


